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Abstract: 

The relational database management system is one type of data processing application that 

is used for commercial purposes. This database allows primary data, for this reason, it is worker 

friendly & If we compare it to other data models, then we realize that it is easy for the 

programmer’s jobs. If we follow all instructions in this report, then we easily learn how to 

create a relational database by using covid data in the relational model. By using these relational 

databases indexes to find records quickly based on search criteria. If anyone uses this type of 

relational database, then they can easily store a large number of data within a short time. This 

database structurally stores all data for that causes, when anyone wonts to find any data then 

they can sassily identify that particular data. This type of database safety ensures for all type 

of data stored, and protects unknown access in the database. When data are shared by users or 

any unauthorized source, this system provides unmoral results show.   

In the DBMS every table is interconnected with each other for that causes when any data is 

updated or modified in one table and if it is related to another table then it is automatically 

updated in the report section. Most database administrators like to work in this type of database 

because in this database there are no programming languages. In the general database, 

administrators update or modify data. If any users can follow some step, then they can easily 

update or modify data. But it requires logical knowledge on the physical level. It allows us to 

quickly store cabalistic information and ensures proper safety important data. This type of 

relational database also helps for real-time decision-making.  By the time this type of database 

uses multiple business purposes.    
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1 Introduction: 

A relational database management system is allowed to create, update or modify, & the 

database administrator defines different types of relationship for easy access in database 

administrators side and user side. It means that every table of data, views, and indexes are 

logical data structures. Database administrators can manage physical data storage without 

affecting access to that data as a logical structure of the database. It makes easy to store 

information and find information, and it also helps easy to organize data & make business 

decisions more efficiently. Over the time this type of Database that’s helps user to store them 

effectively and easily categorize the data into different categories within a specific time. When 

I create this database, we need to input data into different categories.  Update version of 

relational databases are faster, excellent, stronger, & more comfortable to work day by day. 

But in some courses database administrator face difficulty, when their need to non-stop work. 

Every row of the table represents a collection of related data values using a schema that are not 

determine a relationship. Based on the query, every record & data element from each table. 

Over the time uses of database & other computing & business intelligence tools, organizations 

can now leverage the data they collect to run more effectively & efficiently, for enable better 

decision-making. Optimizing access & throughput to data is critical for businesses, day-to-day 

life for that causes there is more data volume to track. By using this type of databases, people 

can easily store of the business performance, scale revenue, and agility that businesses need. 

1.1 Background of the report: 

During the epidemic, the government vaccinated a large number of people. Store this 

information needs a simple database. From this thought, I created a “relational database”. 

We know that the database management system manages all information effectively and active 

users to complete tasks, assign with database administration. By using a database management 

system reserves & manages a larger number of data within particular application software. It 

also increases overall business performance and reduces expenses. We can easily store data 

typing and validity checks to ensure that data falls within acceptable ranges. In this database 

system, use of a primary key and foreign key multiple tables related to one another, this process 

makes that data to be non-repetitive. In this database system, data duplication chances are very 
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low for that causes people can easily use this database. Now a day’s computerized record-

keeping systems are used in this database system. The overall purpose of this database is to 

allow users to define, data store, update rerecords and the information contained in any 

database. Any type of data or information that can be significant to an individual or an 

organization’s objects.  Today, the database is used in – Bank, airlines, universality, 

manufacturing and selling & also human resources. 

1.2 Report objective: 

 To acquire knowledge on how we create an MS Access database using covid 19 data 

 To obtain better knowledge about the flat databases. 

 To know the relational database system. 

 To understand and observe the average vaccinate age  

1.3 Limitations of the report: 

 Sufficient data records and reliable publications were not available which covered 

my topic. 

 Time was a major factor because it is not possible to collect all information within 

this short span of time. 

 Large-scale research was not possible due to constraints. 

1.4 Methodology: 

In my project paper I used both primary and secondary data and information. 

 Primary Data: I collected primary data, by interviewing people. 

 Secondary Data: Journals, and some web sites I collect secondary data & information 

about this project. 
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2 Relational Database: 

The database is a storehouse of data or information- stored and accessed electronically 

from a computer system. “A relational database is one that presents information in tables with 

rows and columns. A table is referred to as a relation in the sense that it is a collection of objects 

of the same type (rows). Data in a table can be related according to common keys or concepts, 

and the ability to retrieve related data from a table is the basis for the term relational database. 

A Database Management System (DBMS) handles the way data is stored, maintained, and 

retrieved. In the case of a relational database, a Relational Database Management System 

(RDBMS) performs these tasks. DBMS as used in this book is a general term that includes 

RDBMS.” [1]  When data is separated within the table of the database, it is possible to make a 

few tables to be tagged as confidential. For example- By using a username & password a data 

analyst tries to log in. In that time database can set boundaries a flashpoint for their access 

level.  Depending on their access level, providing admission only to the tables that they are 

allowed to work on it. By using a daemon server, database management systems provide access 

on the database, specialized software that listens for requests on a network, & that allows clients 

to connect and also use the database. In user’s computer, no need to log for use this database 

and the security systems for the database are more confidential.  

2.1 How does a relational database work? 

In a relational database, data use in a relationship & information is stored in related objects. 

Every row holds, by defining primary key information records with a unique identity & every 

column carries, attributes of the data. Every data record assigns a value features & establishes 

relationships within data point. It helps easily identify every record of data. Because the logical 

structures of data tables, indexes, views etc. are separate from the physical structures’ data 

storage. For this causes physical data storage without affecting access to that data as logical 

data structure manages database administrators.  In this database, every table is directly or 

indirectly connected with each other.   

In the relational database alleged work in a logical structure.  “The database operations imparity 

between logical and physical, that are clearly defined actions. which enable applications to 

manipulate the data & structures of the database. The logical operations allow an application 

to specific content it needs, and physical operations determine how that data should be accessed 
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and carries out of task. For ensure that, data is always accurate & accessible, relational 

databases follow integrity rules.” [2] 

2.2 File-processing system 

The File-processing system of database is supported by neighborly in the data operating 

system. For stores of information and various file recorded permanently helps this file 

processing system. To modify appropriate files and extract records from & data it needs 

different application programs. In this DBMS every file provides a unique identity by using 

primary key and foreign key.  

2.3 Pros & cons of relational databases: 

Pros: 

 Relational databases always work with structured data. 

 It works with built-in data integrity and a large eco-system. 

 In this database centralized control of the data helps in permitting the administrator to 

define integrity constraints to the data in the database.  

 Relational databases relationships system has constraints. 

 Having complete authority over the operational data and it maintain high security.  

 There is limitless indexing. 

 Data is managed by the database management system & all access to the data is through 

the DBMS providing a key to effective data processing. 

Cons: 

 Relational Databases don’t balance out horizontally (Data size & concurrency). 

 Relational Databases is a complex database system. It works multiple functionality to 

provide user best & some software makes complex. Without database administrative 

the designers and developers cannot any change and thorough knowledge if need.   

 Data is normalized, meaning lots of relational joins, which affects speed. 

 In this database one of the major problems is working with semi-structure data. 
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2.4 Relationship type: 

Relational Database used to create a well-defined relationship between database tables so that 

relational databases can be easily stored. There are three type of relationship- 

 One-to-One Relationship 

 One-To-Many Relationship 

 Many-to-Many Relationship 

 

2.4.1 One-to-One Relationship: 

In a relational database when we create a relationship between two tables it called one-to-one 

relationship. Two tables have only one records of either side of the relationship. In this 

relationship every single row of the 1st table only related to one records of another 2nd table. It 

means every primary key value relates one record in the related table. Similarly, in row of the 

second table also be related to another row of the first table.  

 

 

Figure 1: One-to-One Relationship 
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2.4.2 One to many relationships: 

The one-to-many relationships build up a relation within two tables. Every individual row of 

the 1st table can be connected to one or more rows of the 2nd table, but row of the 2nd tables can 

only relate to the only row in the 1st table. Most common use of one-to-one relations is to create 

separate entity classes to enrich security. In non- attendance some rule, it can usually combine 

tables into one table without breaking any normalization rules.  

 

2.4.3 Many-to-Many Relationship: 

In relational model, many records in one 

table can relate to many records in another 

table. It’s called many-to-many relationship. 

In many-to-many relationship record in both 

tables, it can relate to any number of records 

in the other table. It require a 3rd table, 

known as an associate or linking table, for 

that courses in this relationship status it 

directly not accommodate a relationship. 

Figure 2: One-To-Many Relationship 

Figure 3; Many-to-Many Relationship 
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2.5 Flat File:  

A flat-file database means a text file database.  “A flat-file database cannot contain multiple 

tables like a relational database. Luckily, database administrators such as Microsoft Access and 

FileMaker Pro can import flat file databases and use them to create a larger relational database.” 

[3]  All data is stored in a single directory in this computer file system. It is one of the significant 

types of databases that used plain text file format to store data in the database. In this database 

data stores in a single table. Every line of the plain text file holds only one data record. It means 

that, by using a computer file processing system that store all type of data in a single directory. 

It’s one of the simple ways for file store and adding more data this system becomes increasingly 

inefficient. 

2.5.1 Advantages of Flat file database 

Advantages list of Flat file database - 

1. All records are stored in one space. 

2. Easily understand & configure using various standard office applications. 

3. Flat file database is a lovely choice for small type of databases. 

4. It kneads few number of hardware & software. 

 

2.5.2 Disadvantages of flat-file database 

Disadvantages of flat-file database - 

1. For updating flat-file database, need more time & it is harder. 

2. Changing data format is difficult. 

3. In this database increased data redundancy and inconsistency. 
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Part - One 

3 Create A Flat File Database: 

We need to follow some Steps for creating a flat-file database.  First we need to open MS 

Excel and renamed the sheet name “Vaccine Taker Information”. It helps easy to identify the 

sheet.  Then we merged cell A1 to G1, we have entered the headings which are- 

VaccineTakerNumber, VaccineTakerName. Age, Gender, Address, NID_Number and 

Telephone. The second row of the excel sheet, we need to entered data of Vaccine Taker 

Information.  In this project paper, I used 120 vaccine taker data. After that, we need to elect 

the columns A2 to G12 and ascertain the working area name- ‘Vaccinate list’ for that when we 

need to refer and transfer data while flourishing in the next step & after that, we need to save 

the spreadsheet – Covid_database in excel format.  

Figure 4: Vaccine Taker Information 1 
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Figure 5: Vaccine Taker Information 2 

Figure 6: Vaccine Taker Information  3 
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Part - Two  

4 Importing Data from an Excel Spreadsheet: 

There are the following steps-  

Step 1: we need to open Microsoft Access. 

Step2: Home page of Microsoft Access will appear on the screen; in which we need to follow 

some steps - 

1. For open available all templates in Microsoft Access, we need to click on the Blank 

database. 

2.  covid database.accdb type database name of the text box. 

3. Now find the location where we want to save my covid database file.  

4. After that we need to click the create option and which we see in the picture above. 

Step 3: In Microsoft access we see automatically create a table, that is new table1. Now we 

select the table and close all table. Noted: right now there are no table available in this database.  

Figure 7: Create a blank database 
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Step 4: “Data import from the excel spreadsheet to the flat-file database which we made in part 

one in Microsoft Access. Import data from the flat file, at first we need to open MS Access. 

Then, we need to click the external data tab & select on Import excel spreadsheet (excel button). 

Now in the window pops out, we need to select a file for input data. Then we need to select the 

‘Import the source data into a new table in the current database’ option & then click ok. Import 

Spreadsheet Wizard window, we need to select the “Show Named Ranges” radio option and 

‘vaccine Taker Information’ selected the range, after that, we select next > button. Then 

checking the box, “First Row Contains Column Headings’’, again we need to click the next 

option. After that, we select the “No” column in the table. Now we need to change the Field 

Name “VaccineTakerNumber”, from field options & clicked the Next option. After that, we 

have to selected the “Choose my own primary key” in the radio option and chose 

“VaccineTakerNumber” from the drop-down list & click next> option.” [4] 

Importing excel table, we’ve entered ‘‘Vaccine Taker Information Table’’, After that we need 

to clicked on finish button & the close option. Now, we open design view of the Vaccine taker 

information. After that we will follow the - Vaccine Taker Information table that will store all 

Vaccine Taker Information related information, & the Data Types is- VaccineTakerNumber- 

Number, VaccineTakeName - Short Text, Gender - Short Text, Address - Short Text, NID 

Number- Number, Telephone – short Text. After that We need to set up our one primary key 

by selecting Vaccine Taker Information & after that under the Design tab we need to selecting 

the Primary Key and saved table.  

Figure 8: Vaccine Taker Information 
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Step 5: “Now we need to add all desired Field names in the table, for doing this click on 

the View tab top of the document & click on the Datasheet View option from the View from 

the drop-down menu.” [2] 

Now in this window will appear with desired files names. If need to enter any required data in 

the Fields names, after that save the database file click on the save option. 

Figure 10: Vaccine Taker Information 

Figure 9: Vaccine Taker Information 
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Part - Three  

5 Creating Database Tables:  

We need to create 3 additional database tables that will store- Immunization Staff 

Information, vaccine Information & Vaccinate Information. Now we will follow the - 

Immunization Staff Information table that will store all Immunization Staff-related 

information. The data types are- ImmunizationStaffNumber- Number, 

ImmunizationStaffName - Short Text, Gender - Short Text, Address - Short Text, Telephone -

data type is short tex. We need to set up the primary key by selecting the 

ImmunizationStaffNumber, 

we find it under the design tab. 

Then we need to save the table 

and rename named it 

Customers Table. Now we 

need to set up Input Mask for 

the telephone filed. It means 

specifies a pattern is our 

Immunization Staff table:  

  

After that we need to open ImmunizationStaff table in this database & add a status to each of 

our Immunization staff in listed Staff. Now we need to just click in the 

ImmunizationStaffStatus cell 

for every employee & click on 

lookup option. In Row source 

writ down- "Full-time"; "Part-

time”; “On-call”, after this we 

save & closed the table. Now in 

the ImmunizationStaffStatus 

table we input the staff status.  

Figure 11; Immunization Staff table 
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5.1 Create a vaccine Information table in excel shit: 

Creating a vaccine Information table, we need to open MS Excel & click on + button for add a 

new sheen. Now rename the shit name vaccine Information. In A1 writ down Vaccine_Number 

and in B1 writ down Vaccine_Name Like this Excel sheet – 

 Now we need to input all vaccine name which are available in Bangladesh. like this screenshot-   

Figure 12 ; Immunization Staff table 

Figure 13; vaccine Information table 
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5.2 Create a Vaccinate Information table: 

Now again we need to create new sheet & rename the sheet name “Vaccinate Information”. 

After that we need to input relative data like this excel sheet- 

   

Figure 14; Vaccinate Information table-1 

Figure 15; Vaccinate Information table-2 
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Figure 17; Vaccinate Information table-3 

Figure 16; Vaccinate Information table-4 
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5.3 Importing Data Excel Spreadsheet to MS Access Database: 

Now we need to input data excel to access. For input data  MS access we need to follow 

some steps- which we learn  in “part two” Step 4.   When we input data in access 

database, then we can see the database like this-  

   Vaccinate Information database table                          

Figure 18; vaccine Information database table 

Figure 19; Vaccinate Information database table 
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Part - Four 

6 Establishing Table Relationship: 

 I have already created four databases table, but there is no relationship. For relational database, 

we need to create a relationship. By using appropriate referential integrity, we setup 

relationship between the tables. When we update data in the database referential integrity set 

of rules that access enforce to keep up constancy between the related tables. After that we will 

create relationship the four database tables. For creating relationship, we need to click database 

tool, > then in relationship box clack on relationship manure, > show table then we see a table 

name window.  After that we can see the database like diagram shown below: 

   

Figure 20; Database Table Relationship  process 
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Now we need to arrange the tables properly. Buildup a relationship click hold and drag the 

ImmunizationStaffNumber field in the Immunization Staff Information. Over the 

ImmunizationStaffNumber filed in the Vaccinate Information table. Now two tables connect 

with each other. After that in the edit relationships window, checkmark box “enforce referential 

integrity” & click on the create option.  Vaccine Taker Information & vaccine Information as 

like as the Immunization Staff Information table. Now close the relationships and save my 

files. When each table connect with each other then we can see the database like this-   

  

  

Figure 21; Database Table Relationship 
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Part – Five 

7 From Generate: 

Now we need to create an input form, by adding a new Vaccine Taker Information & other 

input from for taking new Vaccinate Information. So that we need to build up an input form 

for the Vaccine Taker Information table. At first, we clicked create option, after that click on 

the Form Wizard button. Then open new windows- table/ Queries. After that, in Queries option 

and select all fields from the Vaccine Taker Information table by click on the next>> option. 

In layout option, we select - columnar radio option & Clicked next option. Then rename the 

form name – (Vaccine Taker Information) and selected the Modify the form design & click the 

finish option.  

 

 

Figure 22; Vaccine Taker form 
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Now we need to create second form which is called New Vaccinate form. Now we need to 

clicked on the create option, after that clicked on the Form Wizard button. After that we need 

to open Queries option, then chose the Vaccinate Information Table and select available all 

fields and now we need to click on the next option.  For layout option, we need to select the 

Columnar radio button & Click the Next button. Then we have entered New Vaccinate 

Information and selected the modify the design tab & clicked on finish option. Now, we need 

to set all of the properties, from the property sheet like this- 

 

Figure 24; Vaccine Taker form 

Figure 23; New Vaccinate form 
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After that, we need to add a combo box option. For selecting the Combo Box, we find it under the 

Design tab in the Controls section. For opening the Combo Box Wizard window, we need to drag & 

outline and proper location for the object. “Now we need to get value from another table or query select 

combo box option.  After that we click next option. For the table or query question, we have selected 

Customer Table and click on the Next button. By using next option, we need to add 

VaccineTakerNumber & VaccineTakerNumber after that we need to Click the Next button.” [4] This 

property sheet selects apprised property after that saves the forms. New Vaccinate form like this 

screenshot-  

 

  

Figure 25; New Vaccinate form 
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Part-Six   

8 Report Generate: 

It is the last part for Ms. Access database. In this part we create two report. In one report 

we can see how many people are vaccinated in one immunization staff. Another one is age 

percentage. Create immunization staff vaccinate report, we need to click create option. After 

that clack on report wizard window. After that in Immunization Staff Information table select 

ImmunizationStaffName, in Vaccine Taker Information select- VaccineTakerName, Age, 

Address and select next>. How do you wont to view? In this option select Immunization Staff 

Information and clicked next> again click next>. After that ascending option select one by one 

VaccineTakerName, Age, Address. After that clack next > and select layout- stepped, 

orientation- portrait then clack next. Now if need then rename the report name & select modify 

design and clack finish baton.  

Now in design view window, ImmunizationStaffNumber footer we need to add a combo box 

and writ down =Count([VaccineTakerName]). And in report footer write down 

=Count([VaccineTakerName]). In the property shit writ appropriate property like this 

screenshot- 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 26: Immunization Staff report 
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The report view like this-  

  

Figure 28; Immunization Staff report 

Figure 29; Immunization Staff report 

Figure 27; Immunization Staff report 
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Figure 31; Immunization Staff report 

Figure 32; Immunization Staff report 

Figure 30; Immunization Staff report 
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We know that in 2nd report we input percentage of vaccinated. In this report we can understand 

90% people vaccinate age 36. And elder people are demotivating for vaccinate.   

   

Figure 33; Age Percentage 
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9 Conclusion: 

The relational databases management system is better, faster, stronger, and enrich for work 

by the time. But in this system it also excessively complex & by the time, database 

administrator job transfers into full time job. By using their valuable experience database 

administrator develop and innovate creative database applications. For their successful 

achievement create extra value in corporate sector or any office work. Database administrators 

need to expend more time for maintain this database & if we need to optimize batter 

performance of the database. By the time relational database have gotten better, firster, stronger 

and work friendly. People are use autonomous technology for building upon the strength of 

relational database.  Cloud base are smart Machin learn to new type of relational database 

opportunity.    

Suggestion for future research : 

In future research I want to work with a large database. And It will be an online-base data store 

system. There are no rustications, if anyone wont to use my database for future research.   
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